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Hungary 2011! (Krakow) 
Hungary 2016

 Very difficult economic 
and financial situation

 High level of deficit of 
budget

 High level of national 
debt (above 80%)

 Sad project of state 
budget to 2012

 Much better economic 
and financial situation

 Lower level of budget’s 
deficit (‹ 3%!)

 National debt shows 
downside (~75%)

 Better project of sate 
budget to 2017



Situation at the healthcare

 Plenty of new reconstructions and new buildings of 
hospitals around Hungary except Budapest.

 Stabil (high) emigration level of healthcare workers

 Successfully negotiation about salaries:

 2 steps rise of salaries for physicians (‘16-17) ~70%

 4 steps rise of salaries for nurses (‘16-19) ~65%

 Partly sufficient steps to block the rising of debt of 
hospitals

 The participation of healthcare system from the GDP 
should achieve min 6.5% instead of ~5%



Position of HMC

 Mandatory membership again from 2011

 About 45.000 members 

 30.881 only permitted/active from them!

 Stabil and independent financial circumstances

 Better relation with governmental politicians, 
authorities

 The next election at the end of 2019

 About the 4/5 of officers are going out

 Very difficult to find the followers



Aging of society of Hungary



Active members of HMC 

Korcsoport Férfi Nő Fő %

Életkor, 24 év alatt 15 26 41 0,09

Életkor, 24-29 évesek 1732 3141 4873 10,67

Életkor, 30-35 évesek 1750 2857 4607 10,09

Életkor, 36-41 évesek 1975 2754 4729 10,35

Életkor, 42-47 évesek 2069 2363 4432 9,70

Életkor, 48-53 évesek 2337 2869 5206 11,40

Életkor, 54-59 évesek 2423 3200 5623 12,31

Életkor, 60-65 évesek 2515 3285 5800 12,70

Életkor, 66-71 évesek 1979 2312 4291 9,39

Életkor, 72-77 évesek 1757 1565 3322 7,27

Életkor, 78-83 évesek 994 810 1804 3,95

Életkor, 84-89 évesek 452 287 739 1,62

Életkor, 90-95 évesek 138 67 205 0,45

Életkor, 95 év felett 8 1 9 0,02

Összesen: 20144 25537 45681 100



Aging of Hungarian physicians



Distribution by age of 
permitted physicians (30881)



What could be a good solution? 
It wouldn’t be too late??

 Much higher personal income to the healthcare 
workers

 Long term calculable life circumstances/egsistence

 Better work conditions

 Good and real task shifting

 Less and less workload (is it possible??)

 NO PAYMENT UNDER THE TABLE!!!



How is the remuneration of doctors in 
private praxis organized in Hungary

 Is it organized?

 Every private doctors and health services is allowed to 
declare own costs and prices

 These prices can be very variable depending on the 
several circumstances (e.g. instrumental requirement, 
time requirement etc.)

 These prices must be always well known for the patients 
before the treatment!

 The HMC is given a right by the law to give 
recommendations to the lowest and highest limit of these 
prices. 

 But there is no any obligation for our members

 HMC gave only a general rate of the minimal expected 
remuneration of specialized physicians and after then 
everyone can calculate own prices depending on own 
specific situation

 Why is important the possibility of recommendation’s right 
oh HMC? Because it is a message to the society!



Disciplinary procedures

 By country:

 By the law – by employers

 Finally by the court 

 Mostly legal action in interest to get some compensation 
after any medical harm

 Sometimes criminal court at any specific event

 By the chamber:

 Ethical code 

 2 level ethical committees system

 About 500 affair/year

 Finally the court but only about procedural error(!!)



Media contra medical privacy
 The media unfortunately try to be an independent 

power branch and actually very successful at this task

 Really always independent the media? Politically not!

 The most terrible the tabloid media/yellow press

 There are the national and EU level rules of data 
protection. Those are very useful against the very 
curious media combined with the ethical code.

 Sadly some suspicious event is considered by the 
media as a fact writing out the complete name of the 
doctors then again a killer is protected by the law and 
there is written only the monogram!

 At this event the chamber doesn’t have any 
possibility/right to do something



Thank you 
for your 

attention!




